FLIGHTCAM360 CAMERA SYSTEMS

FLIGHTCAM360 4 CAMERA SHOCKBOX DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDING SYSTEM

Package Contents:
- Sony 550 CCD color camera (4) • 12 foot camera cables (4) • RAM ball and socket camera mounts (4 set) • Stereo audio communication cable (1) • 4Gb SD memory card (1) • Video Editing Software (1) • TV & PC video transfer cables (2) • Charger(1) • P/N 11-03172

Price: $1,799.95

FLIGHTCAM360 BLIND SPOT ELIMINATOR

Package Contents:
- 4” Color LCD Monitor (1) • 12Volt Input Wire Harness (1) • Sony 550 CCD Color Camera (1)

Price: $749.95

FLIGHTCAM360 VIDEO DATA SYNCH BOX

Package Contents:
- Data Acquisition Box (1) • Wi re harness (1) • GPS Receiver (1) • Puck (1) • Air Speed - Altitude - Heading – Location Option: - Garmin Data Port Cable - GPS receive puck. 12-32v input. Rugged aluminum housing construction. Simple 3 button design. Automatic real-time GPS data overlay on to composite video stream. Less than 1amp power draw. RCA style video input/output. Note: The video data synch box can be added to any standard composite video recording system.

Price: $725.00

DEOHAKO PROPSHOT SMARTY MOUNT WITH LENS

Deohako PropShot Lens - Filtered lens to remove propeller distortion from in-flight videos and photos. Adjustable Lens Positioning - compatible with most smart phones. Universal Smartphone Grip. Rotating Ball Head - Position smartphone at any angle to capture in amazing flight footage. Quick Release. Strong, Wide, 4” Suction base.

Price: $119.95

FLIGHTCAM360 CABLES

FlightCam360 Cables for Flight Recorders:
- 6 Feet P/N 11-14287...
- 15 Feet P/N 11-14288...
- 30 Feet P/N 11-14289...
- 45 Feet P/N 11-14290...

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

WINGIT MOUNT FOR CESSNAS

WinglMounts™ have take photography to a higher level by mounting cameras to wing strut and taking unique and exciting views of flights. Holding up to three Gopro cameras, you will be able to capture your flights form unique and exciting views all at the same time. Milled from Aircraft grade aluminum all WinglMounts™ are made to the highest quality materials. No screws or fasteners are needed to attached the WinglMounts™ to your airplane. Applications: Cessna: C-150, C-152, C-170, C-172, C-180 or C-182. Camera not included.

Price: $119.95

NFLIGHTCAM STRUT CLAMP MOUNT

Mount your GoPro, Garmin, or any action camera with a 3-finger (GoPro-style) mount or 1/4”x20 threaded socket to almost any aircraft strut in seconds. This strut clamp will fit anything from a J3 Cub to a Cessna Caravan. Quickly and securely attach your camera by adjusting the clamp to the size of your strut and securing it with the included UV-resistant polyurethane strap. This is not your normal rubber strap; We partnered with long-time outdoor equipment manufacturer, Voile, to produce an extremely tough rubber strap that will not degrade over time.

Price: $149.99

REMOTE CAMERA SYSTEM

Mounts a traditional camcorder (i.e. Sony) to 1” tubing like on an Ultralight and integrates vibration damping. Features a full 360 degrees of rotation, and 50 degrees of tilting ability. Includes a grip stick with a hat switch wired to control the camera mount system. The extra thumb switches and trigger can be wired for other accessories like lights and push to talk. It also features a dash mounted LCD screen that allows you to see what the camera is seeing.

Specifications:
- Dimensions: 3.8” x 6.3” x 11”
- Weight: 7 Lbs. • Electrical: 12VDC • Mount System: Clamps to 1” Tubing • Mount Camera: Traditional Camera Tri-Pod • Vibration Damping: Built into bracket • Rotation: 360 Degree • Tilting: 50 degrees • LCD Screen: 5.6” w/Front Controls 12VDC

Price: $499.00

SCHIER CLAMP GOPRO ADAPTER

The Schier Clamp (Patent Pending) is a new device that allows users to adjust the angle of their GoPro® in its mount and ensure that, once set, the camera doesn’t move due to the effects of wind or minor bumps. No extra tools are required for installation or adjustment.

Includes:
- 1 Schier Clamp Assembly
- Installation Instructions

Price: $19.95

STRUT CAMERA MOUNT FOR CESSNA

The W3 Camera Mount by Cloudbase Engineering has been specifically designed to mount industry standard action cameras the wing strut on General Aviation aircraft. In addition to aircraft, The W3 Mount can also be reconfigured to attach to tubular structures between 1.13” and 2.80” in diameter. Not FAA Approved.

W3 Cessna Strut Camera Mount with 7” long strap: 140a 150 152 170 172 175 & Glasair Sportsman

Price: $124.75

W3 Cessna Strut Camera Mount with 9.25” long strap: 185 206 210

Price: $124.75

ROCK STEADY UNIVERSAL WING STRUT MOUNT AND RUBBER STRAP

The Rock Steady GoPro style ball mount is the durable and versatile low profile design that you have been looking for. This quality all metal mount will not move, bend, or fail, unlike plastic mounts. The metal GoPro adapter is compatible with any GoPro style camera. This unique Gopro adapter allows over 180 degrees of adjustment unlike most GoPro fork tripod adapters. The knuckle clamp attaches to any Rock Steady base allowing 360 degrees of adjustment. The knuckle locks your camera into any position with a hex wrench, or by hand with an included T-handle screw. Buy multiple Rock Steady bases to add numerous quick change mounting locations at an affordable price. Compatible with GoPro, Hero 2, Hero 3 & 3+, Hero 4, Hero 5 and Garmin Virb X and Virb XE or any GoPro style camera.

Price: $109.99